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Transport:

a) 10 – 12 min.: 4 min walk from Principal railway station to the tram station Jindrisska (tram 3, 9, 14, 24), from station „jindrisska“ to „Lazarska“ (see map 3) crossing the Wenceslas sq.

b) 50 – 90 minutes from the Airport Vaclava HAVLA – Ruzyně: bus 119 to station „Dejvicka“, metro A to station „Mustek“ and from station “Vaclavske namesti - Wenceslas square“ ; tram 3, 9, 14, 24 to station ” Lazarska“ (see map 2)

c) 50 – 90 minutes from Airport Vaclava HAVLA by bus 100 to station Zlicin, metro B to the station „Narodni“ (see map 1)
Accommodation Logement

1. University Campus a) Jinonice; transport metro B (cca 20 min.)
   b) Kajetanka transport tram 22 (cca 25 min.)

2. Hotels: Julis, Taurus, Ibis, ...
   
   http://www.booking.com
   http://www.trivago.cz

Questions, important, notices

Reservation of University campus must be realized before the 1st February 2016; it is necessary to discuss the financial conditions according our programme

*Faculty cannot pay the hall R318, lunch, dinner*

It is possible to organize the walk “**Cubist Prague architecture**” - because you can orient you well if you recognize cubist building at 30 meters from faculty

Number of participants (preview) 35 - 40

**GENERAL INFORMATION**

Transport ticket for 3 days (the best)

Metro Line A green – from Zličin to Depo Hostivar

Metro Line B yellow – from Zlicin to Cerny Most

Metro Line C red – from Letnany to Haje

Metro operates from 5:00 to 24:00, the shortest interval is during the day, in the morning and in the night the interval is longer

Trams No 51 – 59 operates only in night; symbols
Traditionally the train to HAMBOURG parts from the Principal railway station at 12:30 and 14:30, it (Prague – Hamburg) takes approximately 7 h 10 min

Fly from Airport VH to Hambourg is usually at 12:35 and 17:40 and it takes approximately 1 h and 15 min

NO change you many on the street

If you take taxi, it is necessary to ask an account - there you need control the names of departure (airport Prague VH) and of arrival (hotel Julis, Vaclavské nam.) and the name of chauffeur or number of taxi

In the restaurant and at the airport the toilets are free

Map 1: Green point metro B (Narodni, use an elevator) Red point Faculty of Education, Blue picture of tram near of green point represents the tram station Lazarska (3,9, 14, 24 arriving from Principal railway station)

Map 2: From metro A station Mustek, tram station Wenceslas sq. (Vaclavske namesti) to Lazarska
Map 3: from Principal railway station walk to the tram station Jindřišská (tram station 3, 9, 14, 24), direction to the centre (from Jindřišská to Lazarská crossing Wenceslas sq.)